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INSTRUCTIONS
• You must create a piece of music using one of the briefs from the six Areas of Study.
• Your composition is to be submitted as a recording. This is to be accompanied by a
score, an annotated lead sheet or written account of the piece.
• The piece should be composed for instruments and/or voices as specified by the brief.
• Group compositions are not permitted.
INFORMATION
• The total number of marks available for this paper is 35.
• This document consists of 4 pages. Any blank pages are indicated.
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Choose one of the following briefs.
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Area of Study 1: Instrumental Music of Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven
Compose a Scherzo movement of either a symphonic or chamber work, which reflects the
compositional style of Beethoven. Your work should have a minimum of three different instrumental
parts, and instrumentation should be typical of the early nineteenth century. The work will be
performed at the Musikfest Berlin, to mark the start of the 2019 concert season.
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Area of Study 2: Popular Song: Blues, Jazz, Swing and Big Band
Compose a jazz song in any style from this area of study, which will be performed at the 2019
Bangalore Jazz Festival. As an option, you may also draw on Indian musical ideas and devices to
add an element of fusion to your piece. You may use any appropriate jazz instrumental combination
and, if you wish, supplement this further with traditional Indian instruments. There should be a
minimum of five instruments in your backing group, and the words of the song can either be preexisting or original.
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Area of Study 3: Developments in Instrumental Jazz, 1910 to the present day
Compose a signature tune for a brand-new TV dance series, which will be aired on British
television in the autumn of 2019. The series will showcase professional ballroom dancers and
will include a competitive element. The style should in some way reflect the flamboyant dance
styles of the Big Band era. You may use any combination of electronic or acoustic instruments (no
voices) and there should be a minimum of six different instrumental parts.
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Area of Study 4: Religious Music of the Baroque Period
Compose an Anthem to celebrate the marriage of a high-profile member of the British monarchy.
You can use a present day royal or draw from any British member of the royal family in history.
Your piece should vividly reflect the important, joyous occasion and should be accompanied by
a Baroque orchestra, which includes trumpets and drums. There should be solo voice or choral
elements to your piece – both if you wish. You can use existing text, or if you prefer, words of your
own. It can be Baroque or Neo-Baroque in style, drawing inspiration from Baroque features and
devices. The Anthem will be performed at Westminster Abbey in June 2019.
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Area of Study 5: Programme Music, 1820–1910
Compose a programmatic piece which depicts the endeavours of the explorer, Scott of the
Antarctic. The piece might express elements such as the environment, topography and journey,
together with the will of humanity to explore and push the boundaries of discovery. Your piece
should reflect an underlying Romantic style and have a programmatic scheme, but does not
necessarily have to be restricted to instruments of the nineteenth century. There should, however,
be a minimum of seven instrumental parts. The piece will be performed in a large auditorium, at a
convention for exploration and ecology in Bergen, Norway.
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Area of Study 6: Innovations in Music, 1900 to the present day
Compose a piece to be performed during London Fashion week. The piece will accompany
male and female models wearing a creative new collection of clothes by well-known European
designers. Your piece should draw inspiration from twentieth century expressionism, and can be
for any combination of instruments, acoustic and/or electric. Since there will be limited space in
the venue, the number of individual instrumental parts should be kept between four and nine (no
voices).
END OF QUESTION PAPER
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